
The hating game
Sally Thorne.

Nemesis (n.) 1) An opponent or rival
whom a person cannot best or overcome.
2) A person's undoing 3) Joshua
Templeman. Lucy Hutton and Joshua
Templeman hate each other. Not dislike.
Not begrudgingly tolerate. Hate. And they
have no problem displaying their feelings

through a series of ritualistic...

Well met
DeLuca, Jen, author.

Emily knew there would be strings
attached when she relocated to the small
town of Willow Creek, Maryland, for the
summer to help her sister recover from an
accident, but who could anticipate getting
roped into volunteering for the local
Renaissance Faire alongside her

teenaged niece? Or that the ir...

Before she sleeps [electronic resource]
: a novel
Shah, Bina, author.

In modern, beautiful Green City, the
capital of Southwest Asia, gender
selection, war, and disease have brought
the ratio of men to women to alarmingly
low levels. The government uses terror
and technology to control its people, and

now females must take multiple husbands to have children
as quickly...

The windfall : a novel
Basu, Diksha, author.

For the past thirty years, Mr. and Mrs. Jha's lives have been
defined by cramped spaces, cut corners,
gossipy neighbors, and the small dramas
of stolen yoga pants and stale marriages.
They thought they'd settled comfortably
into their golden years, pleased with their
son's acceptance into an America...

Aunty Lee's delights
Ovidia Yu.

Occasional sleuth and proprietor of
Singapore's best-loved home cooking
restaurant, feisty widow Rosie "Aunty" Lee
helps rookie Police Commissioner Raja
investigate the murder of one of her
wealthy patrons by using her connections
and uncanny ability to track down clues.
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